Abstract
Introduction
Cluster analysis and recognition is one of essential tasks in many fields such as image processing [1] [2] [3] and pattern recognition [4, 5] . As an applied branch of cluster analysis, text clustering attacks interest of many researchers in recent years, because it is of great importance in data mining [6] , information fusion [7] , artificial intelligence [8] and some other fields.
Generally speaking, the methods of cluster analysis can also be used to group text documents in their special conditions. Typical cluster analysis algorithms include k-means algorithm [9, 10] , Expectation-Maximization (EM for short) [11, 12] , hierarchical clustering [13] [14] [15] , OPTICS [16] , DBSCAN [17] and so on. They have been applied to analyze text in practical search engine and recommender system.
When text documents are considered as the points in a multi-dimension space, text clustering is to classify these points into some groups such that points in the same group are closer to each other than to those points in other group. K-means is one of the simplest and well known clustering algorithms belonging to centroid models. It aims at partitioning a set of points into k groups and minimizing the average squared error of distance between each point and its nearest group centroid. K-means algorithm is composed of three steps. Initialization: select k point as the centroid of k groups from a given points set. Assignment: assign each point in the given points set to the group whose centroid is closest to the point. Update: recalculate the centroid of each group and repeat assignment and update step until the centroid of each group no longer change.
Another popular clustering method is EM, which is deemed a representative of distribution models. Consider X is the set of points to be classified, and say that these points belong to k groups, and that the distribution of points in each group obeys normal distribution with different unknown parameters. EM algorithm attempts to fine the maximum likelihood estimator of the mean value of k normal distributions' parameters by iterative method [12] . EM algorithm has two steps to be iterated, named E step and M step. E step calculates the expected value of the likelihood function, given X and the current estimate of the parameters. And M step reestimates the parameters to maximize the expected likelihood of X and k groups. These two steps are repeated until convergence.
Hierarchical clustering methods are a type of cluster analysis differing from centroid model and distribution model. Namely, they do not depend on the number of groups that should be specified in centroid model and distribution model before clustering. They use pairwise dissimilarities among the points in two groups to measure the dissimilarity between these two groups and build a hierarchy of clusters [13] . Thus, they are usually regarded as connectivity models. On the basis of strategies for hierarchical clustering, the methods divide into two types: agglomerative and divisive. Agglomerative methods, such as SLINK [14] , start at each point and merge a pair of groups with smallest dissimilarity into one group recursively until all points are in one group. Conversely, divisive methods start at the top level that all points are regarded as a single group, and split recursively one of the existing groups into two new groups with the largest dissimilarity [13] , DIANA [18] , for example. From the strategies we can note that although the final number of groups is not the necessary input parameter, it is still difficult to ascertain how many groups should be extracted from the hierarchical clustering results.
OPTICS (Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure) [16] is another clustering method that does not depend on the preset number of groups, and it is more suitable for text clustering. In this paper, we will discus the way of applying OPTICS to classify text documents and introduce an optimization method to make cluster identification simpler and more precise.
The rest of the paper is organizes as follows. In section 2, OPTICS algorithm is discussed briefly. The optimizing method and the application of the algorithm in text clustering are introduced in section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the experiments, results analysis and discussion. Finally, section 5 includes some summaries and conclusions.
Related work
As a density-based clustering algorithm, like DBSCAN, the basic idea of OPTICS is to find these groups for each point of which the number of points that has to be contained by the neighborhood of a given radius e should be no less than a minimum MinPts. And such point p is called a core point, i.e. there are at least MinPts points in its e -neighborhood ( )
It is obvious that, in density models, parameters e and MinPts jointly determine the density of points that an acceptable group should contain. But this simple definition causes a problem that a denser point set is always split up into more than one group. To solve the problem, OPTICS introduces two new distance concepts, core-distance and reachability-distance, to assign cluster memberships. The core-distance of a point p is the distance to its MinPth-th point, as follow [16] , By using core-distance and reachability-distance, OPTICS constructs an ordering sequence of the given points, which presents the relationship of near and far among these points and permits groups with respect to any distance ' e e £ to be extracted. It also implies that the parameter e is only of interest as the maximum value in OPTICS. Once the ordering sequence is generated, as shown in Figure 1 (data file of points coordinate can473.txt is from Ref.
[19]), the groups can be identified by further disposing. 
Applications and Optimization

Applications of OPTICS in Text Clustering
Suppose that there are many individual text documents to be classified by their content. The first step is to represent these text documents as vectors of identifiers, as such
where v i is the vector of document i and w ji is the weight of term j in document i. This is known as Vector Space Model [20] . Once all documents are represented as vectors, document similarities methods can be used to compare their similarity, such as calculating the cosine of the angle between two document vectors, as shown in Figure 2 . Further, the cosine value can also be considered as a measure of the distance between two documents. We can define the distance as Obviously, the distance of two documents with the exact same content is zero and it will be close to one when the content of two documents is very variable (Every component of document vector is greater than or equal to 0). Thus, documents can be classified according to the distance between them.
In Equation 1, the weight of term can be calculated by several weight functions, among which Log Entropy weighting function is considered to work well with many practical data sets [19] . So, we employ Log Entropy weighting function here to get the entries of document vector, as follow
where tf ji is the number of occurrences of term j in document i, and g j is the global weight of term j in all document, defined as
where M is the number of documents in a considered collection or corpus and p ji is
Here tf ji is term frequency and g j presents inverse document frequency. So, Equation 3 is referred to as TF-IDF, which reflects how important a term is to a document in a corpus [22] .
When the text documents in a corpus are expressed by a series of vectors composed of TF-IDF values and their similarities are measured by distance, each document could be regards as a point in a multidimensional space and clustering documents could be considered as to classify these points. At this point, OPTICS can be used for classifying these text documents.
Data Noise
Although the quantity of classification is not a necessary input parameter in OPTICS, as mentioned above, it still needs MinPts to be assigned. As discussed in [16] , the impact of MinPts value on clustering mainly manifests in two aspects: higher value for MinPts would weaken possible single-link effects and smoothen the curve of reachability-plot; lower value for MinPts would make the curve more jagged. So, the values of MinPts between 10 and 20 are suggested to obtain good clustering results by the authors of Ref. [16] . But we find that it is not enough to merely adjust MinPts value when the algorithm is employed to classify text documents. For example, we try to group more than 100 text documents. First, each document is mapped to a vector by TF-IDF algorithm. Then the distance between each pair vectors is calculated according to Equation 2. Finally, OPTICS is used to classify these documents. The reachability-plots with MinPts=5 and MinPts=10 are plotted respectively in Figure 3 (a) and (b) .
The plots show that there are many sawteeth on the curve when MinPts is set to 5 and the curve gets smoother when MinPts is 10. This is agreement with the results of [16] . Clearly, smooth curve of reachability-plot is beneficial to the generation of clustering because smoothness makes it easier to distinguish steep areas. But the results indicate that when MinPts is 10 the dents representing clustering structures on the curve are nearly smoothed down, comparing with the plot in Figure 3 (a) . On the other hand, when MinPts is 5, the dents are clear. But it is not the ideal result also, because the sawteeth make it difficult to judge the start of a dent and generate clustering structures automatically. We call these sawteeth caused by low MinPts value the data noise.
As above analysis implies, although high value for MinPts can smooth the curve of reachability-plot, it also weakens the identifiability of cluster with small size. So, we should find another way to remove the effect of data noise.
Optimization Method
Seeing that low value for MinPts can keep the details of clustering structure and smoothness of reachability-plot is beneficial to generating the clustering, here we use a smooth method to achieve these ends.
Considering R=(r 1 , r 2 , …, r M ), a reachability sequence generated by OPTICS, the element of the smoothed sequence S can be expressed as
where 
As shown in Equation 7, smoothing factor w i is the normalization of elements obtained by Gaussian window. And Equation 8 is the concrete form of Gaussian window function, where i is the index of the element in a window, and σ is a constant characterizing the standard deviation of a Gaussian random variable. Combining Equation 6~8, it is obvious that the smoothed value of r i is exactly the weighted average of consecutive W points starting from r i and the weight is the element of the sequence generated by Gaussian window.
We apply the above smooth method on the reachability sequence shown in Figure 3 (a) with σ = 0.5 and window size = 5, 11 respectively. The results are plotted in Figure 4 . In contrast with Figure 3(a) , the curve in Figure 4 (a) is obviously smoother. And meanwhile, the dent features are also preserved. In addition, when window size is set to 11, the curve gets smoother and the dent features are still obvious, as show in Figure 4(b) .
After smoothed, the computation of STEEP AREA defined in [16] would be simplified as follow 
Experimental Results and Discussion
We apply the optimize method on a group of text documents extracted from the corpus of NSF Research Awards Abstracts 1990-2003, which contains 129000 text files and total 30399 terms [23] . About 500 documents are selected from part I of the corpus as the experimental data. We vectorize these documents to a 5907 by 500 matrix (the number of distinct terms is 5970, except for stop words), each column of which corresponds to a document. And then we calculate the distance between any two documents on Equation 2. Finally, the reachability sequence is generated, as shown in Figure 5 and 6.
The plots in Figure 5 are with MinPts = 5 and window size = 0, 5, 11, 19 respectively. Figure 6 is with MinPts = 10. Window size being zero means that smooth method is not employed and x -steep of OPTICS is used instead, with parameter x = 0.01, to identify steep areas.
Comparing the sub-graphs in Figure 5 or 6, we can notice that an increase in window size makes the curve smoother and would help the separateness of clusters. Further, the reachability sequence data show that there are about 10 main topics in these 500 documents, which are consistent with the artificial result, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 5 Table 1 also gives the clustering results of different parameters. The results illustrate that, with MinPts=5, topic 7 and 10 are not discovered when window size is zero. Data analysis indicates this is duo to the value setting of parameter x , which leads to a backward movement of start point of these two topics. The movement of start point results in a decrease of acceptable points, which belong to these topics. When the number of points in the cluster is less than MinPts, the cluster will not be valid.
So, adjusting parameter x would resolve the problem. But it is difficult to find a value for all cases. On the contrary, when proposed smooth method is employed, topic 7 and 10 are detected. Because smooth method does not depend on parameter x , the points in cluster do not be reduced. Further, while MinPts is set to 5 and window size is 19, topic 6 disappears from the results. Detailed data indicates the similarity of documents in topic 6 is not very noticeable. We call it sparse cluster. Sparse cluster is the cluster with high reachability value and closing to its predecessor in reachability sequence, such as the cluster marked in Figure 5(a) . Obviously, some sparse clusters are neglected while window size is set to higher value.
Comparing the sub-graphs with the same window size in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , we can observe that, when MinPts is 10, some clusters disappear from reachability sequence. It is natural. Specifically, topic 9 and 10 are not detected in the results shown in Table 1 , whether the smooth method is employed or not. This suggests increasing MinPts will neglect the clusters with small size. In addition, topic 1 and 2 are considered as one cluster when smooth method is not used. This is also due to the effect of parameter x . 
Conclusions
In summary, we discussed the methods of cluster analysis and the applications of OPTICS algorithm on text documents clustering in this paper, and then proposed an optimum method to simplify cluster identification. The proposed method employed a smooth function to eliminate the influence of data noise on clustering result. We also examined the optimization efficiency by experiment. The results indicate that larger smooth degree is beneficial to weaken the influence of data noise on clustering, but results in losing of sparse clusters. On the other hand, increasing minimal cluster size is also beneficial to weaken the influence of data noise, meanwhile, it ignores clusters with small size (may not be sparse). Furthermore, choosing minimal cluster size is related to data scale and degree of concern to data details. So, smoothing the sequence generated by OPTICS before identifying clusters is a better method, especially to text documents clustering which usually has many sparse and small clusters in many instances.
